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The Aleppo Compatriotic Charitable
Organizations (ACCO) is a
humanitarian, non-governmental,
non-profit, independent organization
founded in 2013 in Armenia, and later
in 2014 registered in USA.
Organization’s registration in Syrian
Arab Republic is in process.

Call for the Entire Humanity:

The organization’s core objective is to
provide emergency relief assistance to
the most vulnerable Syrian families
and individuals in Syria and Armenia,
while at the same time, implement
lasting projects to facilitate the local
settlement and integration process of
Syrians-Armenians in Armenia

“ALEPPO” CCO, responding to the request by
many vulnerable Syrian-Armenians, issued a
“Call on Entire Humanity” open letter on May
6, 2015 and launched “Safe Lives”
humanitarian campaign, aimed at providing
support to Syrian-Armenians, who are in
difficulty and applied for a help, to obtain
one-way ticket from Aleppo to Armenia.

OUR VISION
To ensure welfare and decent
living conditions for Syrians
sheltered in Armenia, prohibiting
urgent phenomenon of migration
and giving them an opportunity to
return and stand up for their own
property at the end of the civil war
of Syria, thus taking part in
reconstruction activities of Syria..

TOPICS IN FOCUS
- ACCO projects
- Call for the Entire Humanity
- GIZ and ACCO Cooperation
Empowers Returnees from Syria
- “Aleppo” CCO and DVV
International Joint Initiative
targets Syrian-Armenian
Community
- Host A Family
- Continuous social-psychological
support to Syrian war-affected
Syrian-Armenians
- “Arevik” Armenia Center
- Arabic Club
- ACCO Efforts for Humanitarian
Aid

The Situation in Aleppo is Critical

Fundraisings and awareness campaigns were
launched for the implementation of the
project. Fundraisings were done and continue
to be carried out online, via the organization’s
official website and www.indiegogo.com , as
well as monetary donations on bank accounts
of “ALEPPO” CCO.

OUR MAJOR PROJECTS
Since its establishment in Armenia,
“Aleppo” CCO has built reliable
partnership ties and network with the
UNHCR, UMCOR, ARDA, ACMA, AMAA,
FAR, WCC Armenia Round Table
Foundation, Social Service of Mother
See of Holy Etchmiadzin, DVV
International, GIZ, Save The Children
and individual donors, and based on it
implements many humanitarian major
projects:






Warm Winter Project”
“Host a Family”
“Arabic Club”
“Arevik Armenia Center”
“Social Psychological support to
Syrian-Armenians

In the result of extensive response of this
humanitarian project implemented by
“ALEPPO” CCO, it became possible to include
and register 60 Syrian-Armenians in the list of
Aid Recipients.
In the framework of this humanitarian
campaign, certain number of vulnerable
families, individuals have already moved from
Aleppo to Armenia. Arrival of the rest of needy
families and individuals to Armenia will be
lunched in the next a few days and continue
coming weeks.
All those, who wish to help AleppoArmenians, can make transfers on-line (the
form could be found at http://www.aleppongo.org) or to bank account of the
organization.








Social-psychological support to
Syrian-Armenians
Felting Classes for SyrianArmenian Women
Trainings for Women in
Traditional
Needlework/Embroidery
Syrian-Armenian youth for better
democratic future
Social-psychological support to
Syrian-Armenian youth

Go to www.aleppo-ngo-org or Call us +374 10 545369
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“Aleppo” CCO and DVV
International Joint Initiative
Targets Syrian-Armenian
Community

“ALEPPO” CCO Hosts
Arabic Club”
“Aleppo” CCO started this project
on November 28, 2014.
More than 20-25 young people
(Syrian-Armenians and natives)
attend the club twice a week and
actively take part in initiatives,
discussion and events organized
with the project.
The project, implemented by ACCO
on account of funds donated by
individual donors, is financed by
the Institute for International
Cooperation of the German Adult
Education Association (DVV
International Armenia Branch)
starting from April 2015.
The main goal of the club is to
contribute to preservation of
knowledge on Arabic language
among displaced refugees, as well
as promotion its frequent use and
transfer to other interested native
people living in Armenia.

Communicating
Socio-Psychological
Barriers
To support people, who lost
relatives and suffered material
damage due to Syrian Civil War, is
one of the performance priorities
for “Aleppo” CCO, since its
establishment.
As part of its humanitarian strategy,
“Aleppo” CCO, recognizes that the
most areas of humanitarian aid
have socio-psychological
components that play significant
role in the recovery process of
people, who survived tragic
happenings.
For this purpose, the company in
close partnership with WCC
Armenia Round Table Foundation
holds regular meetings to ensure all
war-affected Syrian-Armenians
receive socio-psychological support
through communication.
Preservation of spiritual-moral
qualities, social – psychological
well-being and recovery of
capabilities is the main goal of the
series of meetings led by Ter Grigor
Priest Grigoryan (pastor of Surb
Zoravor Astvatsatsin Church of
Araratian Patriarchal Diocese) and
psychologist Lusine Khandanyan.
Meetings take place every Friday at
16:00, at “Aleppo” CCO’s premises.
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In April 2015 “Aleppo” Compatriotic
Charitable NGO launched “Felting classes
for Syrian-Armenian women” 2-month
project funded by The Institute for
International Cooperation of the German
Adult Education Association, DVV
International Armenia Branch.
This is a valuable project on effective
knowledge transfer about felting, targeted
at the development of Syrian-Armenian
women entrepreneurship, promotion of
their economic participation and
improvement of social conditions.
The project gives an opportunity to 10
Syrian-Armenian women to acquire
thematic and practical knowledge and
skills on Felting. Moreover, applying
knowledge and skills gained, women will
also be able to achieve tangible results
within the project and beyond it.
Felting classes are implemented by
“Kenats Tun” Non-Governmental
Organization.

Candlelight Vigil Dedicated
to the Memory of
Armenian Genocide
Victims
On 25 April 2015 “Aleppo”
Compatriotic Charitable NGO held
Candlelight Vigil in memory of
Armenian Genocide victims at
Charles Aznavour square in
Yerevan. The ceremony began with
opening remarks by Shaghik
Baghdasaryan and Hagop
Kazanjyan, youth committee
representatives of “Aleppo” CCO.
They noted that they remember
irrevocable human losses; condemn
the past of monstrous enemy and
the present of shameful denial;
demand fair solution and
compensation of this crime against
humanity, build and will continue
building a future filled with light for
the peace of Armenia.
Candlelight Vigil was accompanied
by poetry and song performances
by Syrian-Armenian young people.
During the Candlelight Vigil,
passers-by, from child to old, had
an opportunity to light a candle
envisaged for them.

Organizing Candlelight Vigil in
Homeland, “Aleppo” CCO,
established to provide emergency
relief to Syrians in critical situation,
bowed down in memory of innocent
victims of Armenian Genocide.

September 2012 – May 2013

“Arevik” Armenia Center
In the result of Syrian crisis,
“Arevik” Center shut its doors after
13 years of operation in Aleppo
and, later reopened by “Aleppo”
CCO in Armenia in October 2014.
Children and adults with special
needs, who escaped the destruction
of the crisis and survived, have once
again been given the opportunity to
enjoy the center’s ongoing
activities, this time within the safe
walls of “Aleppo” CCO
Currently, “Arevik” Armenia Center
hosts 10 children and adults with
disabilities (free of charge), who
receive education and care, therapy
treatments and psychological
support by the dedicated group of
teachers and staff at the center.

The center cares for their daily
transportation to the center and
back home, education (math,
psychology, music, painting,
physical training, theater therapy,
speech development, nutrition
needs (breakfast, lunch) and
conducts cultural excursions.
However, to sustain center’s vitality
and performance efficiency,
“Aleppo” CCO continuously seeks
for lasting solutions and support, as
the center entirely runs on account
of temporary sponsorships and
raised funds through collaborative
efforts by “Aleppo” CCO.

IT IS ALWAYS YOUR CHOICE
TO HELP
“AREVIK” ARMENIA CENTER

DONATE
Just One Click
www.aleppo-ngo.org
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EMERGENCY
HUMANITARIAN
AID
ACCO’s Efforts For
Humanitarian Aid
GIZ-ACCO Cooperation
Empowers Returnees from
Syria

HOST A FAMILY PROJECT

Within its performance, based on
objectives of its humanitarian
strategy, “Aleppo” Compatriotic
Charitable NGO implements “Host a
In May 2015, “Aleppo” Compatriotic Family” long-term humanitarian
Charitable NGO launched Trainings project. In the framework of this
for Women on Traditional
project, ACCO finds benefactors to
Needlework/Embroidery funded by obtain apartments (ranging from
GIZ. The project, as part of EU
15.000USD – 25.000USD) and
Targeted Initiative for Armenia,
allocate donors owned apartments
strives to improve well-being of
to vulnerable SA families for
both Syrian Armenian trainers and temporary uncompensated use.
the direct beneficiaries as well as
The project major goal is to enhance
promote and pass on the tradition
a favorable protection environment
of Armenian needlework.
for vulnerable persons displaced
Moreover, empowering returnees
from Syria; provide a shelter for
and involving them in the economic families displaced from Syrian due to
development of Armenia, will bring the conflict; promote participation in
considerable changes to the
the life of the society; encourage and
business environment of Armenia
support greater self-reliance among
and foster its economy and
the most vulnerable.
reputation.
Within the framework of this project,
Currently, 30 vulnerable women
“Aleppo” CCO cooperates with
(natives and returnees) learn
United Nations High Commissioner
Hardanger, Van, Urfa and Dantel.
for Refugees (UNHCR), which
The project also transfers skills and provides emergency funding for
knowledge on better sales
purchase of furniture for the
techniques, some basic elements of apartments
marketing services in order to
This project targets long-term
effectively enter into the market,
intervention while considering ondemonstrate products and sale for
going influx from Syria.
benefit.

Addressing overwhelming needs of
the most vulnerable SyrianSeptember
2012
May 2013
Armenian
families
and –providing
necessary food, clothing and social
services are priority areas of
ACCO’s humanitarian emergency
relief strategy. Since its
establishment, “Aleppo” CCO gained
confidence of potential partners
and played essential role in making
a substantial difference in the life of
Syrian refugee families. To achieve
its humanitarian emergency relief
goals, ACCO implements not only
projects, but also carries out
fundraisings, charity exhibition
fairs, drives for clothing, food, calls
for the entire humanity at local,
regional and international levels.

TODAY, “ALEPPO” COMPATRIOTIC CHARITABLE NGO IS
IN RELIABLE PARTNERSHIP TIES WITH NUMBER OF
ORGANIZATIONS, STRUCTURES, INSTITUTIONS AND
INDIVIDUAL DONORS.
BASED ON THIS PARTNERSHIP NETWORK, MORE THAN
1,100 SYRIAN FAMILIES, VULNERABLE GROUPS,
REGISTERED IN “ALEPPO” CCO, BENEFIT FROM THE
GENEROSITY OF THIS HUMANITARIAN AID.
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